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INTRODUCTION

Objectives of the study

Hadza (isolate) has clicks in its 
phonological inventory.

A precise articulatory and acoustic 
description is necessary to characterize 
and formalize these consonants in terms of 
articulatory gestures and distinctive 
features.

The challenge is to understand the 
mechanisms of the production of these 
segments.

Sands, Maddieson & Ladefoged [1] and 
Sands [2] describe Hadza with 9 clicks 
while Miller [3] suggests that there are 12. 

Recent data show that the language has 
13 : [ʘ̰, |ʔ, |h, ŋ|, ŋ|ʔ, !ʔ, !h, ŋ!, ŋ!ʔ, ‖, ‖h, ŋ‖h, ŋ‖ʔ]. 

Clicks have 4 types and various 
accompaniments [k, g, q, h, ʔ, ɦ, ŋ, ŋ̥].

The 4 types of Hadza clicks [ʘ, |, !, ‖] 
bilabial, dental, alveolar and lateral can be 
accompanied , in a contrastive way, by 
aspirated, glottal and nasal features, that 
can sometimes be combined.
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Method: 5 male and 4 female native speakers

Words including all Hadza consonants were recorded. Each word 
was repeated 3 times

Material:

EVA2 workstation that can record simultaneously sound, oral 
airflow (Oaf), intra oral pressure (Po) and electroglottography 
(EGG)  (only acoustic data are presented here).

Material and method

This research was supported by the ANR and 
by the Labex EFL and the Endangered 
Languages Documentation Programme 
(ELDP)

Describe Hadza clicks in terms of gestures (with a measure of time) 
and distinctive features.

Check and establish the accompaniments of the different clicks. 

Similarities and differences with the clicks of the southern Khoesan
languages?

Are there aspirated clicks in Hadza?

Evaluate the acoustic similarity between clicks and ejectives.

Click acoustics

Clicks are consonants that have a unique source, namely a suction 
caused by a velaric air flow.

The result can be a type of impulse source and/or noise of a certain 
duration. These parameters are filtered by the shapes of the oral 
cavity which are associated with each click.

The acoustic signatures encode the dimensions of the vocal tract as 
for the consonants where the acoustic signature particularly encodes 
those which are in front of the constriction.

In the case of some clicks, the cavity posterior to the constriction is 
also excited.

Clicks have acoustically two components : an 
attack transient and an extinction transient.

The attack transient is the explosion noise 
(sometimes called a burst) which is the 
impulse response to a change in the shape of 
the vocal tract.

The extinction transient is the noise 
associated with the turbulent release.

ʘ | !                              ‖

Role of the posterior cavity

The rising resonance - the partial - [between 1 and 2 kHz] following 
the posterior release, results from the lowering of the back of the 
tongue and the reduction in the volume of the pharyngeal cavity.

ŋ|̰ʔ                      e        !ʔ                o ŋ‖̰ʔ              e 

Velum and glottis closed : 
damped colored noise

Open velum and closed 
glottis:  slight frication

Open velum and closed 
glottis:  slight frication

[ʘ] Bilabial click
[mʘ̰wa] Thank God

[|] Dental click (glottal, aspirated, 
nasal, glottal nasal)

[|ʔu] To end on an errand
[|alha] Threshing rock
[ŋl̰ata] Tongue
[tuŋl̰ʔe] To pluck feathers

[!] Alveolar click (simple, nasal, 
aspirated, glottal)

[la!o] To trip
[kuŋ!̰ana] Kudu 
[!haku] To jump
[!ʔoje] Beeswa

[‖] Lateral click (simple, aspirated, 
glottal nasal, nasal)

[‖uphi] To sleep
[‖ha] To throw
[beŋ‖̰ʔe] To shine
[ŋ‖̰a:] For the whole camp               

to visit  another one

Hadza clicks 

[     m     ʘ̰w a         ]                

Bilabial click [ʘ] 

[    m  ʘ̰w a         ]                
Dental click [|]

[    lʔ                              u:             ] [          lh a             lh                     a          ]

[       ŋl̰ a            t      a        ][    t      u          ŋlʔ              e        ]

Glottal

Nasal
glottal

Aspirated

Nasal

Alveolar click [!]

[      l       a              !    o    ] [       !h            a          k        u       ]

[   !ʔ                  o            j            e          ] [    k      u         ŋ!̰ ã n      a    ] 

Glottal

Aspirated

Nasal

Modal

Lateral click [‖]

[        ‖     u              ph         i       ] [   ‖h                       a:                 ]

[      b    e         ŋ‖ʔ̰ e        ] [ ŋ     ‖̰h a:                ]

Modal Aspirated

Glottal
nasal

Nasal
aspirated

Articulatory description
ʘ | ! ‖
labial laminal apical lateral

dental apical-alv.

Acoustic description
grave
!        ʘ

abrupt noisy
‖        |
acute

[                ŋ‖̰ʔ o            cʎ̥ ́ o              ]

Links between clicks 
and ejectives

‖ has a similar articulation 
and acoustic siganture to 
that of the palatal lateral 
ejective cʎ̥ ́ in Hadza181st Meeting of the Acoustical Society of America, Seattle

‖ is [grave & abrupt] in !xoo

Audio Po

Oaf EGG

Audio

Oaf

Po

EGG

[grave] [noisy] [ʘ]

[acute] [noisy] [|] 

[grave] [abrupt] [!] 

[acute] [abrupt] [‖] 
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